
out
what he was up to, they
fully supported his efforts and he began
taking flight lessons from an instructor
who was just a few years older — his
name was Tony LeVier. Boardman
would go on to join the pre-war Air
Corps, flying extensively in WWII, and

“All day,
a variety of aircraft had been fly-

ing in to evacuate personnel. I had been
engaged in burning documents and,
unfortunately, a few of the damaged
birds that could not fly out. Everything
was landing — from liaison aircraft to
two VIP B-17s that were the personal
aircraft of generals. No one wanted to
be captured. The advance was occasion-
ally slowed by a Mustang or Corsair that
appeared — firing rockets or dropping
bombs and napalm on the enemy but
they kept coming.

“As I was helping load some of my
personnel into one of the Forts, I heard
the unmistakable sound of a big radial.
I looked up and around 5000-feet was a
dark blue Avenger. The pilot was cir-
cling the area, obviously examining the
situation. Suddenly, the nose of the
Avenger went down, the power came
all the way back, and the flaps went
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our breath as he
pushed the throttle forward and

began trundling down the runway in a
very long takeoff run. Finally, the tail
came up and then the Avenger was air-
borne. He sucked the gear up, held the
plane down for as long as possible, and
then swung to the left in a slow, climb-
ing turn. It was obvious that the com-
munists were firing at the aircraft.

“Later, I talked to some of my men
that were on the flight. The Avenger
took a couple hits from small arms fire
but they all made it out. I never found
out who that daring COD pilot was but I
thought many times about the incident.
Years later, I was doing crop spraying
work and would sometimes be on fields
with surplus CODs modified into
sprayers. I often wondered if one of them
could have been that same aircraft.”

The late Col. B.C. Reed was
described by friends as “the ultimate
aviation enthusiast.” Like many young
men of his generation, he was absolute-
ly fascinated with aviation and began
going for airplane “hops” without his
parents’ knowledge. When they found

then head to
an entirely new war in

Korea with his Invader outfit.
Boardman made extensive notes and
took lots of photos regarding just about
everything that he flew. Korea
remained firmly in his mind since for
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“It was during the darkest days of the
Korean War,” recalled Col.
Boardman C. Reed. “The North
Koreans seemed unstoppable, our

airpower was outdated and available only
in limited numbers, and intelligence on
the rapidly-changing war front was spo-
radic at best. We were evacuating our for-
ward airfield and, with the aid of binocu-
lars, I could actually see the North
Koreans advancing in waves over the hilly
terrain to our north. When the increasing
breeze was blowing towards us, I could also
hear the ‘kruump’ of their mortars.

full down.
The pilot was making a

very steep descent to our field.
“At what seemed to be the last

minute, he leveled out, dumped the
gear, touched down and taxied to
where the main group of men was gath-
ered. He swung the Avenger around
and kept the R-2600 running as the
rear door popped open and a crewman
gestured for our guys to get in. On the
ground, I could see it was an Avenger
modified for COD duties. The men
began scrambling through the small
door until the crewman shook his head
and closed the door. Before he did, he
held up his right hand and closed and
opened it three time — 15 of our guys
were crammed into the Avenger!

“The pilot swung into the wind,
which had now picked up considerably
but the takeoff would head toward the
enemy. He then flashed a smile and
gave a thumbs up. We all sort of held
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Joel Swager displaying the
TBM-3U near its home at

Eagle’s Nest Airport.

Dennis and Joel ready for the
early morning COD photo flight.


